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I. Primary Aim 
 
Value Proposition – WFLD brings people together toward a shared vision through information 
to: 
 

1. Synchronize priorities vertically (the principal-agent problem) 
2. Collaborate functions horizontally (the coordination problem) 
3. Enable employee focus (the “hyperactive hive mind” problem) 

 
Principles – WFLD is different from other consultants, as we apply large business management 
practices to individuals and very small businesses, focusing on: 
 

1. The overall algorithm, not just its inputs and outputs 
2. Integrating relationships with oneself, one’s work, and others 
3. The simplicity of solutions 

II. Strategic Objectives 
 

1. 2021: establish business infrastructure with less than $1,500 in expenses. COMPLETE 
2. 2022: exercise and update WFLD’s doctrine through first client with $2,000 revenue. 
3. 2023-2024: establish WFLD as a “prototype franchise” with $5,000 annual revenue. 
4. 2025 or 2026: prepare for potential pivot to full-time. 
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III. Organizational Strategy 

 
  

Founder
Patrick Lineberry

Logistics
Patrick Lineberry

Operations
Patrick Lineberry

Marketing & 
Sales

Patrick Lineberry

Service
Patrick Lineberry

Firm 
Infrastructure

Patrick Lineberry

HR
Patrick Lineberry

Technology
Patrick Lineberry

Procurement
Patrick Lineberry

Assistant
Calendly
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IV. Management Strategy 
 
WFLD follows ISO 9001 and NIST Risk Management Framework best practices.  
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V. People Strategy 
 
WFLD does not currently recruit, hire, train, develop, compensate, or dismiss any employees. 
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VI. Marketing Strategy 
 
WFLD began as a “side hustle” with very minimal marketing.  The founder has relationships 
with leaders in small to large private businesses who have voiced a need for business 
operations expertise but cannot justify additional full-time employees - this is the target 
market.  WFLD has a website featuring the founder’s experience and client testimonials in 
addition to advertising on LinkedIn.   
 
New relationships chosen will be: 
 

1. Exciting 
2. A good fit for WFLD 
3. Provide WFLD a skill, financial gain, or opportunity 
4. A balanced/equal partnership 
5. Worth giving up something else to make room 
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VII. Systems Strategy 
 
Inbound logistics 
Workflow Leadership & Design (WFLD) analyzes client processes through two means: 
 

1. Artifact reviews to understand the client’s stated goal and structure. 
2. In-person visits to survey the client’s actual processes. 

 
A useful framework for understanding the status quo includes: 
 

• How does the client synchronize priorities? 
• Are resources maximally loaded on the top priorities? 
• Are issues rapidly resolved? 
• Are projects fully kitted? 

 
Operations 
WFLD’s key activity is applying Eliyahu Goldratt’s Theory of Constraints and Cal Newport’s 
Attention Capital Theory to physical and knowledge work through a small team identified by 
the client.  This team receives training, value stream maps existing processes, and develops 
alternatives based on synchronizing, collaborating, and focusing better.  Consulting is 
performed remotely and in person, as necessary. 
 
Each client defines their implementation’s scope and desired end state upfront while 
deliverables are developed over time.  This can range from simple advice via the phone to 
complex implementations with custom business intelligence reports.  WFLD manages each 
implementation in an individual Microsoft Planner task board that also serves as the client’s 
primary communications channel.  Daily status meetings are held during active work periods 
with stakeholders via Microsoft Teams. 
 
WFLD seeks to maximize customer value, and clients are invoiced for billable hours each month 
with a 2/10 net 30 incentive. WFLD’s current rate is $125 per hour, which will escalate in the 
future to keep demand manageable. 
 
WFLD will evaluate the value of using Basecamp in the future for project management and 
communications as it grows. 
 
Outbound logistics 
The same client team implements the changes they developed.  WFLD helps draft a change 
management plan, assists with the organizational rollout, and summarizes each 
implementation via a final report. 
 
Service 
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WFLD follows up with clients one hour, two days, three weeks, four months, and five years 
after implementation is complete to ensure satisfaction.   
 
Firm infrastructure  
WFLD is a limited liability company, uses QuickBooks for accounting and Davis, Upton & 
Palumbo, LLC provides legal services.  WFLD is self-financed and privately controlled, with the 
founder handling public relations, quality assurance, and general management.   
 
Technology 
Commercially developed equipment, hardware, and software are purchased or licensed for 
WFLD use.  The founder documents internal procedures and technical knowledge in this 
doctrine over time.  Microsoft Planner and WFLD’s doctrine are its key resources. 
 
Procurement 
WFLD exchanges goods and services with the following key partners through simple contracts 
or strategic partnerships: 

• KMG Graphic Design 
• The Report Artists 


